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–Trigger Values (Good-Fair-Poor Distribution)
–Performance prediction measures and trend 
indicators
– Pavement Treatment Mix of Fixes
–Cost estimates of options and resulting 
impacts
–Engineering/economic optimization tools
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Pavement – Condition Assessment
 PSI and PSR




 Friction Number/Skid Number
 Pavement Deflection






Standard Guide for Conducting 
Subjective Pavement Ride Quality 
(Serviceability) Ratings
• Pavement Serviceability  Index or Rating
• Panel of Experts
• Zero to 5





PSI = 5.03-1.9 log (1+SV)-0.01 (C+P)
0.5







PSI = 5.41-1.8 log (1+SV)-0.09 (C+P)
0.5 
 
PSI = Present Serviceability Index (0-5) 
SV = Slope Variance 
C = Cracking Length in ft per 1000 ft
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PCI Methodology – Zero to 100
- Distress (Type, Quantity and Severity)  
Deduct Values
PCR Methodology (INDOT) – Zero to 100
- PCR Manual
- INDOT PAVEMENT CONDITION DATA 
COLLECTION MANUAL
SHRP – LTPP












INDOT PCR Distress Identification
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Cameras used to record 
pavement distress for 
PCR Computations
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Project Level Pavement Deflection 
D2        D1     D3  D4 D5    D6        D7   D8          D9









D2        D1     D3  D4 D5    D6        D7   D8          D9






Deflection Basin is Dependent 




9000 Pounds 68 F
FWD Standard Tests
AASHTO  T – 256
ASTM D 4694





Pavement Condition Rating (PCR)
Condition PCR
Excellent 90 – 100
Good 80 – 90
Fair 70 – 80
Poor < 70
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Ride Quality (IRI) and Serviceability (PSI)
Condition      IRI (in/mile) IRI (mm/m) PSI
Excellent           < 60                < 1                >4.0
Very Good      60 – 100 1 – 1.6 3.5 – 4.0
Good 100 – 150 1.6 – 2.4     3.0 – 3.5
Fair 150 – 200        2.4 – 3.2        2.5 – 3.0





Pavement Quality Index (PQI)
PQI = 10 PSI + 0.5 PCR – 25 Rut Depth
Condition PQI
Excellent 90 – 100 
Good 80 – 90 
Fair 70 – 80 
Poor < 70 
Trigger Values
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Pavement Surface Skid Resistance




Very Good 35 – 40
Good 25 – 35







Center Deflection in mils , 9000 Pounds (40 KN), 68 F (20 C)
Interstates     Heavy Traffic     Medium Traffic     Light Traffic
Excellent             < 4                  < 5 < 6 < 8
Very Good         4 – 6 5 – 7 6 – 8 8 – 10
Good 6 – 8  7 – 9                  8 – 10 10 – 12
Fair 8 – 10              9 – 11              10 – 12 12 – 14
Poor >10 >11                    >12 >14
ESALs, Millions  > 30 10 – 30 3 – 10                          < 3
Trigger Values
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Performance Prediction – PCR
Preservation- Rehabilitation




Performance Prediction – PCR 
Rehabilitation
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Performance Prediction – FN/SN 
Preservation
Friction Performance








































































































































































Do Nothing Current Spending
Maintain Index 25% Increased Spending
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PMS GOALS – PQI
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Ohio DOT PMS Goals
